
100 Hyperbole
Examples for School

● My backpack weighs more than a ton.

● This class goes on for eons.

● The cafeteria is a million miles away from my classroom.

● I've been in this line for centuries!

● The bell will never ring.

● There are a gazillion people in the lunch queue.

● My teacher's voice could shatter glass.

● I could sleep for a decade after that exam.

● I've written enough notes to fill an entire library.

● This math problem is harder than climbing Mount Everest.

● I'd need a telescope to see the writing on the board.

● The classroom felt like an oven today.

● My locker is a black hole; things go in and never come out.

● There's an ocean of people in the school hallways.

● I think my hand might fall off after that much writing.

● The teacher's lecture seemed to last a lifetime.

● This textbook is as heavy as an elephant.

● The alarm clock's ring is louder than a concert.

● The amount of homework could drown me.

● I've got a zillion things to study tonight.

● My essay was longer than a novel.



● I'd rather climb a skyscraper than do this assignment.

● The bell is taking an eternity to ring.

● My brain's going to explode with all this information.

● I've been staring at this problem since the Stone Age.

● I'd need a ladder to reach the top shelf in the library.

● That was the longest day in the history of school.

● The gym feels larger than a football stadium.

● My math homework is a monster waiting to devour me.

● The final bell seems light years away.

● I've been in detention for ages.

● The noise in the cafeteria is like a thousand jets taking off.

● The queue for the photocopier stretches to the moon and back.

● I'd need a year just to finish this chapter.

● My shoes could melt walking on this hot playground.

● I'm so hungry I could eat all the school lunches!

● The teacher’s glare could freeze lava.

● The amount of chalk dust in the classroom could form a desert.

● This art project is bigger than my future.

● I've spilled an ocean's worth of ink on this paper.

● That book is older than the school itself.

● Our team practiced so hard, the basketball court caught fire.

● This pencil is as long as a snake.

● I've lost gallons of sweat during gym class.

● My English essay is as thick as a brick.

● That pop quiz was a bolt from the blue.

● Our class is louder than a thunderstorm.

● I've done more problems than there are stars in the sky.



● Waiting for summer vacation feels like waiting for the next Ice Age.

● My shoes are dragging like they're made of lead.

● I've circled the school grounds a million times today.

● The bell's ring could wake up the dead.

● This paper mountain is Everest waiting to be climbed.

● The playground is a maze I get lost in.

● I've been studying since the dawn of time.

● My teacher’s patience is deeper than the ocean.

● The school bus seems as slow as a snail today.

● My locker's messier than a tornado's aftermath.

● That science experiment was brighter than the sun.

● The school's echo feels like it's bouncing off skyscrapers.

● This pen has enough ink to fill the Pacific Ocean.

● I've told you a million times to bring your textbook.

● Our football team's energy could light up the entire town.

● I've got mountains of worksheets to complete over the weekend.

● The canteen line stretches longer than the Great Wall of China.

● My calculator has worked harder than a beaver building a dam.

● The morning assembly took as long as a marathon.

● I've heard that school story a billion times.

● This equation is trickier than escaping a labyrinth.

● The buzz in the school corridors is louder than a swarm of bees.

● The principal's announcements seemed to continue for decades.

● This essay is turning into a mammoth task.

● The weight of my school responsibilities feels like the weight of the world on my

shoulders.

● I've got an avalanche of assignments crashing down on me.



● That surprise test was a tsunami I didn't see coming.

● My art project grew bigger than a giant sequoia tree.

● The bell's ring pierced my ears like a rocket launch.

● This book report is as long as the journey to the center of the Earth.

● My patience is wearing thinner than a sheet of paper.

● The teacher's words of praise were sweeter than a bucket of honey.

● This classroom's rules list stretches longer than a royal scroll.

● My pile of unread books seems as tall as the Eiffel Tower.

● I've borrowed more library books than there are grains of sand on a beach.

● The laboratory's chemicals could create more colors than a rainbow.

● My math notebook has more problems than a soap opera.

● I've made enough errors to fill a sea of red ink.

● The drama class's applause was louder than a lion's roar.

● The science fair's experiments were more explosive than fireworks.

● The school day feels longer than a trip to Mars and back.

● My pencil's eraser has seen more action than a superhero.

● The weekend feels as short as the blink of an eye in comparison to the school

week

● My backpack feels like it's packed with bricks for every class.

● The excitement of summer break spread faster than wildfire.

● The study hall was so quiet, you could hear a pin drop from across the room.

● My music class had more instruments than stars in the sky.

● The tales from history class are as ancient as dinosaurs.

● Our basketball team zoomed across the court faster than lightning.

● My geography book has traveled more places than an intrepid explorer.

● The art room smells stronger than a garden in full bloom.
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